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Introduction

The Edexcel International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) in Bengali is 

designed for schools and colleges. It is part of a suite of IGCSE qualifications offered by 

Edexcel.

About this guide 

This guide is for teachers who are delivering, or planning to deliver, the Edexcel IGCSE in 

Bengali qualification. The guide supports you in delivering the course content and explains how 

to raise the achievement of your students. The guide provides:  

details of Assessment Objectives (AO) and criteria 

an examination question guide and offers student examination tips  

a substantial and comprehensive grammar list  

a substantial and comprehensive vocabulary list. 
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Why choose this qualification? 

This qualification’s key features and benefits are:  

defined topics on which the examination will be based  

clear guidance on language-specific grammar points 

uniform assessment criteria on which you can base your teaching. 

Go to www.edexcel.com/igcse2009 for more information about this IGCSE and related 

resources.
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Support from Edexcel 

We are dedicated to giving you exceptional customer service. Details of our main support 

services are given below. They will all help you to keep up to date with IGCSE 2009. 

Website 

Our dedicated microsite www.edexcel.com/igcse2009 is where you will find the resources and 

information you need to successfully deliver IGCSE qualifications. To stay ahead of all the 

latest developments visit the microsite and sign up for our email alerts.

Ask Edexcel 

Ask Edexcel is our free, comprehensive online enquiry service. Use Ask Edexcel to get the 

answer to your queries about the administration of all Edexcel qualifications. To ask a question 

please go to www.edexcel.com/ask and fill out the online form. 

Ask the Expert

This free service puts teachers in direct contact with over 200 senior examiners, moderators and 

external verifiers who will respond to subject-specific queries about IGCSE 2009 and other 

Edexcel qualifications.

You can contact our experts via email or by completing our online form. Go to 

www.edexcel.com/asktheexpert for contact details.  

Regional offices 

If you have any queries about the IGCSE 2009 qualifications, or if you are interested in offering 

other Edexcel qualifications your Regional Development Manager can help you. Go to 

www.edexcel.com/international for details of our regional offices. 

Head Office — London

If you have a question about IGCSE 2009 and are not sure who to ask, email us on 

IGCSE2009@edexcel.com or call our Customer Services Team on +44 (0) 1204770696. 

Training 

A programme of professional development and training courses, covering various aspects of the 

specification and examination is available. Go to www.edexcel.com for details. 
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Section A: Qualification content

Key subject aims 

To develop understanding of the written forms of Bengali, within defined contexts. 

To develop students’ writing skills, enabling them to communicate effectively in Bengali 

using a range of vocabulary and structures. 

To develop knowledge and understanding of the grammar of Bengali and its practical 

application.

To develop translation skills from English into Bengali and from Bengali into English. 

To develop positive attitudes to language learning. 

To provide a suitable foundation for the further study of Bengali. 

Unique features and benefits of the specification 

Defined topics on which the examination will be based. 

Clear guidance on language-specific grammar points. 

Uniform assessment criteria on which teachers can base their teaching. 

Assessment

Single examination 

Grades A*-G 

First assessment in June 2011. 

Information for Edexcel centres 

There are no content and assessment changes from our legacy GCE O Level Bengali 

specification (7606).  

Information for centres starting the Edexcel IGCSE for the 
first time 

The content of the Edexcel IGCSE in Bengali reflects the content in other examination board 

IGCSE and O Level specifications. Teachers who have taught other IGCSE and O Level 

Bengali qualifications will therefore be familiar with all topic areas in the Edexcel IGCSE in 

Bengali.

It is unlikely that teachers will need to substantially adapt their existing resources in order to 

teach the Edexcel IGCSE in Bengali successfully and effectively. 
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Section B: Assessment 

This section provides all the information you need to understand the assessment requirements of 

the Edexcel IGCSE in Bengali and help your students achieve their best possible results.

Assessment overview

The table below gives you an overview of the assessment for this course.  

We recommend that you make this information available to students to help ensure they are 

fully prepared and know exactly what to expect in each assessment. 

Paper 1 Percentage Marks Time Availability

Paper 1 (4BE0/01) 100 100 3 hours June examination series  

First assessment 2011 

Assessment Objectives and weightings 

% in IGCSE

AO1:  Understand contemporary written texts in Bengali and translate them 

into English  

25% 

AO2:  Understand contemporary written texts in English and translate them 

into Bengali  

40% 

AO3:  Communicate in continuous writing showing knowledge of, and 

applying accurately, the grammar and structures of Bengali. 

35% 

TOTAL 100% 
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Assessment summary 

Paper 1 Description Knowledge and 
skills

Paper 1 

(4BE0/01)
This qualification is assessed through a 3-hour 

examination paper, set and marked by Edexcel.  

The total number of marks available is 100.  

The paper will be a question and answer booklet 

and all questions are compulsory.  

The paper will consist of four questions:  

– question 1 (15 marks): translate sentences in 

English into Bengali  

– question 2 (25 marks): translate a passage in 

English into Bengali  

– question 3 (25 marks): translate a passage in 

Bengali into English  

– question 4 (35 marks): write an essay in 

Bengali (students have to write an essay on 

one of four given subjects).  

Dictionaries must not be used in the examination. 

All three Assessment 

Objectives are 

covered in this 

assessment.  

Assessment criteria 

The assessment criteria reflect the standard expected for IGCSE. Students, therefore, do not 

need to perform ‘perfectly’ in order to be awarded the highest marks available in each 

assessment criteria grid.  

Major errors

For example, consistent mismatching of subject and verb forms, use of inappropriate tenses 

and/or incorrect vocabulary.  

Minor errors

For example, occasional omission of accents, incorrect gender or article, slight spelling errors.

Awarding marks

Marks are awarded positively using the assessment criteria grids on the following pages. The 

mark awarded reflects the extent to which the task as a whole has been successfully 

communicated and completed. To determine if a student should gain the upper or lower number 

of marks in the mark range box, it is important to refer to the boxes above and below. If the 

student’s performance borders more on the performance of the box below than the box above, 

then the lower mark is allocated. On certain occasions, a student’s performance may require a 

‘best fit’ mark. 
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Exam question guide

Students need to be familiar with the structure of the paper and the types of questions set and the 

responses required. Included here is a selection of sample answers showing varying levels of 

response for the question 3 translation from Bengali to English. Examiner’s feedback is also 

shown.

Question 3 

Translate the following passage into English:
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Student response Grade A  

My grandma is forgetting everything as she grows older and older. She often forgets things 

where she lives. Her bunch of keys although not that important – once she looses it she starts 

shouting around the house. Just the other day as I was watching television I hard grandma 

shouting, O Shimul, where is my bunch of keys? That stopped me watching the play. I was 

wondering why that did not happen at another time. While searching everywhere I found the 

bunch hanging at the main door of the house. It seems it must have been there since morning.  

Last month my grandma went to a women conference at Kolkata. After leaving her at the 

Airport I arrived at home I immediately heard the telephone ringing. That was definitely my 

worried grandma. She said, Shimul tell me quickly where have put my passport? Without it I 

cannot get into my flight. At that moment I imagined her face and laughed. I said, ‘come down 

grandma, I have kept the passport with your ticket inside your chained handbag.’ O yes, you 

saved my life. Grandma sighed of relief and put the receiver down.

Although she is forgetful she could sometimes surprise me. A few weeks ago I had my birthday 

and thought everybody would forget about it. I was sadly siting in my room. Suddenly my 

grandma called me to downstairs. As soon as I came downstairs, I was surprised to see all my 

friends and my family waiting to celebrate my birthday. It was indeed all due to my grandma. 

Though my grandma is forgetful, she is still my best grandma.  

Examiner’s comments  

This student showed clear understanding of the main points of the written text and hence was 

able to transmit the original text with a high level of accuracy in grammar, syntax and lexis, 

although there was evidence of minor errors in spelling and punctuation. However, the style was 

generally pleasing to see in the transmission. So this student obtained marks at the upper end of 

the grade A-band that is, 80 per cent.
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Student response Grade C  

My grandmother forgets everything with the increase of her age. She always forgets where she 

keeps things. But if she loses something not so important, for example keys she makes hew and 

cry around the house. One day I was watching TV, I heard my grandmother was shouting, ‘O 

Shimul, where is my keys!’ Well, I could not watch the drama. Why all this happened when I 

was watching TV! I looked for the keys in the whole house, but could not find and suddenly I 

saw the keys that was hanging on the main door lock. I think it is surely lying there from 

morning.  

Last month grandmother was going to a women seminer in Kolkata. When I came back home 

from the airport then at that time the phone was ringing. Quickly I answered the phone and 

heard the frightening voice of my grandmother, ‘ tell me quick, Shimul, where you kept my 

passport? Without it I cannot catch the plane.’ At that moment I imagined her face and I 

laughed. I said you calm down, that is with your ticket in your handbag of chain. O.k, you saved 

me. My grandmother put the receiver down with a relief.  

My forgetful grandmother can surprise me sometime. Few weeks before I had my birthday. I am 

thinking that everybody forgot it. I was sad and siting in my room. My grandmother was 

suddenly calling me to go downstairs. At downstairs I was surprised to see all my friends and 

family. They were waiting for my birthday celebration. Actually my grandmother organised the 

party. She is my best grandmother of the whole world, Although she is forgetful.  

Examiner’s comments  

This student effectively and successfully translated the main points of the text, although they 

encountered some problems with the more complex language. The student conveyed reasonably 

and successfully for the most part of the original text. The communication was rarely impaired. 

However, there was evidence of some errors of varying degrees in grammar, syntax, spelling 

and tenses, the range of vocabulary and structure were generally appropriate. Therefore, the 

student scored a mark at the upper end of the grade C band ie 45 per cent. 
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Student response Grade E  

With her growing old my nanu was going bhulomona. She does not remember where she keep 

things. If she lose anything she make chaos in the house. That day I was watching television, I 

heard nanu shouting, O Shimul, where is my key ring? Then I was looking for the ring seriously 

and not found. Then I saw the ring with lock of the main door. From the morning it was there.  

Last month nanu was gone to women sommelon at Kolkata. I took nanu to the airport. When I 

returned at home , atonkito nanu phoned me and told me, tell me Simul, where you put my 

passport? I cannot go to the plane without it. I imagined her face and laughed. Quiet nanu, that 

is with your handbag pocket. O I have got it . You save me. Nanu kept the phone down with 

sostir nissas.  

Bhulomona nanu sometime surprise me. A few weeks before I had birthday. I thought 

everybody forgot the day. I was unhappy and sat in my room. At that time I heard nanu 

shouting, come downstairs. When I came downstairs I saw obak kandu! All my friends and my 

family was waiting for my birthday function. It was my nanu. She is my best bhulomona nanu. 

Examiner’s comments  

This student was able to identify and transmit points from the original text that are straight 

forward. The student missed the meanings of some crucial expressions and words in Bengali 

and used their transliteration quite often. However, the student showed some ability to structure 

sentences where appropriate but with limited range of expression, words and structure that are 

prone to native language interference. The student also showed the basic errors and problems in 

spelling, grammar, and simple tense concepts.  

Although the overall message was communicated, there was very little use of more complex 

structure and lexis. The style is somewhat incoherent and poorly communicated at times. This 

student scored marks at the lower end of the grade E band ie 20 per cent. 

Using the mark scheme 

The mark scheme gives the responses we expect from students. Indicative answers are given but 

during the standardisation of examiners process the mark scheme is updated and expanded to 

cover unexpected, correct student responses.  
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Student examination tips

Make sure you are familiar with exam techniques and formats. Be particularly aware of the 

number of sections and questions, the marks allocated and the total time allowed.  

Make an effective study and revision timetable plan.  

Look at past exam papers and past exam guides, writing answers and getting them checked by 

your teacher.

Prepare your work well in advance and do not leave it to the last minute.

Have a sufficient amount of sleep before the exam day.  

Do not rush to the exam hall; always be there at least 15/20 minutes before the exam starts, feel 

relaxed and keep cool – do not panic.  

Do not rush into answering questions, read them first and make sure you understand the 

questions and topics you are being examined on.  

In the case of translating a text into another language, after reading your translations ask 

yourself, does it sound right or awkward? Break down large or complex sentences into smaller 

or simpler ones, making sure that nothing is added or omitted to change the meaning of the 

sentence. Do not translate idiomatic expressions literally, but find equivalent expressions or 

meanings in the language.  

When you write your answer for essay or narrative style questions, try to use a wide and varied 

range of syntax and lexis with accuracy in grammar and spelling. Always put your viewpoints 

or opinions – ‘for’ or ‘against’ for any statement you make.  

Towards the end of your exam, make sure you have a few minutes to re-visit all of your 

answers. 
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Resources

Please note that while resources are correct at the time of publication, they may be updated or 

withdrawn from circulation.  

Radice W — Teach yourself Bengali (Teach Yourself; 4th Revised edition, 2007)  

ISBN 0340958871 
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Appendix 1 — Grammar list 

In addition to the grammar list outlined in the specification please find below a more detailed 

list which has been structured in a more logical way. We hope you will find this useful. 

Students are expected to have acquired knowledge and understanding of the grammar of 

Bengali during their course. In the examination they will be required to apply their knowledge 

and understanding, drawing on the following basic outline.  

Word order 

Basic word order in Bengali is S (Subject) O (Object) V (Verb) 

Due to case endings and verb conjugation, however, word order in Bengali is relatively flexible.  

Equational sentences such as He is my friend have a zero verb in Bengali:  

Existential (There are problems) and possessive (I have a bicycle) structures are formed with 

the incomplete verb           be, exist.  
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There are a great number of impersonal structures in Bengali, particularly for expressing 

feelings and sensations. Impersonal structures do not have a nominative subject. Whereas in 

English we say I have a car in Bengali we say My car exists. The subject in these sentences is 

often in the genitive.  

Here are the main word classes of Bengali with their characteristics features.  

Nouns

Bengali nouns have four cases: nominative, genitive, objective, locative.

Inanimate nouns (things) do not usually take the object case ending. Animate nouns (people) do 

not usually take the locative. The locative has no plural forms.  

Bengali nouns do not have grammatical gender.  

Determiners (articles) are attached to nouns to form definite and indefinite noun phrases and to 

distinguish singular and plural. They can, unlike in English, occur with possessive adjectives 

and demonstratives.  

When a quantifier (much, many, some, a little) or a numerical precedes the noun, the determiner 

is added to them, not to the noun.  
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Indefinite articles in Bengali are formed by adding the singular determiners to the  

word          (one) eg 

for plural indefinites no determiner or (for animates only)       is used eg 

Pronouns

1 — Personal pronouns

Nominative (subject) (I, you, he)

Genitive (possessive) (my, our, their)

Objective (indirect and direct object) (to, me, him, them)
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2 — Interrogative pronouns (who, whose)

3 — Relative pronouns (he, who)

4 — Indefinite pronouns (someone, to someone)

5 — Inanimate pronoun (declarative, relative, interrogative)

6 — Demonstratives (this, those) 

7 — Reflexives (myself, to yourself)
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Verbs

Bengali verb conjugation is very regular. Bengali verbs are conjugated according to person and 

tense. There is no difference between singular and plural verb endings and no gender distinction 

either in pronouns or in verb forms.  

Bengali distinguishes three forms for the second (you) person: intimate                   , familiar  

                        and polite                                and two forms for this person: ordinary  

and honorific              Second person polite and third person honorific conjugate the same.

There is a regular vowel shift from high to low stem in simple present verb forms  

etc.

Here are the conjugation chats for two common Bengali verbs:  

Bengali tense use differs from English in that the present prefect tense can be used for past 

events          I went to the market this morning.) and in that there is no 

strict time sequence. Frequency tense changes are a characteristic feature of Bengali texts. The 

past habitual is used for hypothetical events (I would go/have gone) and for habitual past events 

(I used to go).

Imperatives  

Bengali has two imperative forms for all second persons  

and one for third person ordinary
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Non-finite verb forms  

Every Bengali verb has the following non-finite verb forms which have a variety of uses and 

occur in connection with a finite (conjugated) verb form.  

Non-finite verb forms play an important part in Bengali sentence dynamics.  

Bengali has two fragmentary negative verbs, used only in the simple present tense:  

Adjectives

Bengali adjectives can be used attributively before the noun  

or predicatively in equational structures

Comparisons are formed with simple adjective forms, ie  
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Adverbs

Adverbs can be formed from adjectives by adding         having done or in the way

Adding        to some nouns and adjectives produces adverbs  

but there are also a number of independent adverbs, such as:  

Postpositions

Postpositions are equivalent to prepositions (in, on, with, over, for etc) and appear after the noun 

they position.

Most Bengali spatial postpositions are locative noun forms and require a preceding genitive:  

Some postpositions are derived from verbs – the preceding noun is in the normative:  

There are also some non-derived postpositions whose case uses need to be learnt:  
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Conjunctions  

Bengali has three ways of joining sentences.  

1. With coordinating conjunctions to connect two main clauses 

some examples:  

2. With single subordinating conjunctions (there are very few of those) to join a subordinate 

clause to a main clause.  

3. With correlative conjunctions (or pronouns) 

Correlative structures usually have a preceding subordinate clause, with a relative 

conjunction/pronoun, followed by the correlative pronoun/conjunction introducing the main 

clause. In the following sentences the relative and correlative words are underlined to show the 

structure.
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Particles

Particles are words which are not syntactically necessary but have a decisive influence on the 

perspective or attitude of a sentence or statement. Common particles in Bengali are:  

Interjections

Interjections are similar to particles in that they have no synatic role but they express the 

speaker’s feelings and their use is restricted to direct speech. Here are a few with the emotions 

they express:

Onomatopoeia  

One characteristic feature of Bengali is its rich stock of onomatopoeia, words which represent 

sounds, emotions, visual and other sensory impressions. These words are often doubled. In the 

following examples onomatopoeia are underlined.  

Onomatopoeia add colour and spice to the language and are an essential ingredient of Bengali 

poetry.  
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Appendix 2 — Vocabulary list 

The following list is intended to assist you in the planning of work in relation to your 

programme of study. Assessment tasks targeted at grades G-C will be based on this vocabulary 

list although they may include some unfamiliar vocabulary. Occasionally glossing of individual 

words may occur in the examinations although this will be avoided whenever possible. In 

addition to the specified vocabulary, students will be expected to have knowledge of numbers, 

times, days of the week, months etc. 
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Nouns
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Verbs
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Adjectives
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Adverbs, postpositions, conjunctions etc

A full list of pronouns is given in Appendix 1.

Adverbs
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Postpositions
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Conjunctions and question words  
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Particles, interjections, onomatopoeia  

These ‘small’ words are syntactically independent and express attitudes, emphases or feelings. 

They are often difficult to translate as individual words so in the list below their function or 

semantic scope is indicated. Only a few examples can be given.  

Particles

Interjections

Onomatopoeia 
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